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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Throughout COVID-19, the more money countries spent complying with the WHO’s guidelines for

mitigating COVID-19, the more people died.  Because of this, many countries in Africa had a COVID-

19 death rate which was less than 1%  of that seen throughout the Western World.

Rather than admit this, the WHO is using those deaths to justify a horriHc treaty that dramatically

increases its power to control each nation’s pandemic response. Since its most evil provisions (e.g.,

complete censorship of dissenting voices and the promotion of dangerous bioweapons research

that inevitably leads to catastrophic lab leaks) have been effectively concealed by the WHO, it is

necessary to understand exactly what is in it so that we can stop it.

History of the Pandemic Treaty

Since the WHO aims to dictate how individual nations' doctors practice medicine, this has required

bypassing the normal democratic process (as the growing populist movements of many nations

would reject the WHO’s edicts). As treaties may supercede national law, the WHO chose to push

each nation into adopting a treaty that grants vast powers to the WHO.

This campaign began in November of 2020,  at G20 (the annual gathering for the 20 leading

economic powers) where a proposal was put forward for a “pandemic treaty” to ensure the nations

of the world would handle future pandemics in an “appropriate” manner. A few months later, in

March of 2021, citing the statements made at the G20 meeting, the World Economic Forum (WEF)

echoed this call.

Since that time, a series of policies and regulations has gradually been put together by the WHO,

the UN, the World Bank, the US, the EU and other multinational organizations (with the assistance of

the other globalist organizations like the UN and the Rockefeller Foundation) to remedy the

“deHciencies” in our pandemic response.

Those policies and regulations in turn are part of a “pandemic treaty” and amendments to existing

International Health Regulations. By virtue of both documents being international treaties, they

must then be obeyed by each signatory country.

The pandemic treaty hence contains a wish-list of each thing the globalists have been working for

decades to attain.

Climate Change and Pandemics

Since the “war on climate change” and the “war on pandemics” represent two of the greatest

sources of wealth and power for the global elite, a lot of work has been put into conditioning the

public to be terriHed of the existential risk each allegedly poses.

The pandemic treaty seeks to link both of these together by arguing that “climate change” is the

root cause of the disastrous pandemics,  and that this “problem” thus necessitates giving the

globalists control over how we interact with the environment. For example, they argue habitat loss

brings humans in contact with deadly diseases.

However, while this is a huge ecological issue, there is very little evidence tying it to pandemics,  as

outside of biolab leaks, consequential animal to human disease transmissions are quite rare.
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One Health

One Health began in 2004,  at an international (globalist) conference where the idea was put

forward that public health needed to be expanded into an umbrella which could control (and proHt

off) every aspect of our lives.

For example, “climate change” was folded into public health under the rationale that the dire

environmental threats we faced necessitated making “ecological health” a core facet of public

health. “One Health,” in turn, was merged with the notion that the problems we now faced were so

complex that they should be decided by (corrupt) panels of multidisciplinary “experts.”

One Health is now embedded within governments and international organizations on every

continent. The CDC has a One Health o^ce  (as do many other US agencies such as the USDA,  the

Fish and Wildlife Service, the FDA and the NIH). Many other large international organizations (e.g.,

the UN, FAO, OIE, and UNICEF) and globalist groups (e.g., the Rockefeller Foundation  and the

WEF ) are also aggressively promoting the One Health message.

Many billions in grants have been given globally to establish “One Health” as a pillar of public health

throughout the world, despite the fact it has not yet done anything that beneHted health.

Rather, everyone who made a lot of money off COVID-19 (even PHzer ) is promoting One Health

because enshrining this incredibly vague declaration within the legal and public health system

provides them with the means to enact whatever policies beneHt them. Advancing “One Health” is

thus a key theme throughout the WHO’s pandemic treaty.

Protecting Pandemic Products

Since the pandemic racket’s primary source of revenue is selling proprietary products to “mitigate”

the next pandemic, the treaty protects that market.

This is done by rea^rming the use of (incredibly proHtable) emergency use pharmaceuticals,

which, as we saw throughout COVID-19, were a disaster. Since an Emergency Use Authorization

(EUA) can be issued with minimal or no testing of a drug or vaccine, that eliminates the lion’s share

of the costs in bringing a new pharmaceutical to market.

Rather, with an EUA, the manufacturer can roll out the pharmaceutical product absent a

demonstration of its safety and effectiveness — but only if the manufacturer, government, WHO and

everyone else involved is shielded from liability for injuries that result.

The WHO’s pandemic treaty in turn makes it very clear  each signatory nation is expected to push

such EUA products onto the market and has stipulated that immunity from liability be given to the

manufacturers.

Likewise, since the bioweapons industry stands to lose a great deal of money if public protests

outlaw their reckless research, the treaty also protects that business. Similarly, the WHO’s new

Biohub initiative  does as well:

Combating ‘Misinformation’

One of the biggest problems the pandemic cartel now faces is that because of the audacity of their

vaccine lies, much of the population no longer trusts them. Because of this (and their unwillingness

to admit their mistakes and reform their actions), the only remaining option available to them is to

outlaw all dissenting voices.

A recent UNESCO report  outlines global measures to curb speech, creating an "Internet of Trust"

focusing on "misinformation," "disinformation," "hate speech," and "conspiracy theories." The

pandemic treaty in turn emphasizes countering false information during health events (e.g., it

deHnes an "infodemic" as excessive misleading information during disease outbreaks).

Note: Ironically, much of what our authorities told us throughout the pandemic was later proven to be

deadly misinformation, while at the same time, they suppressed the critical scienti9c evidence which,

had it not been censored, would have saved millions of lives. Orwellian doublespeak in turn

permeates the pandemic treaty (e.g., it frames censorship as “protecting human rights and

fundamental freedoms”).

Usurping National Sovereignty

One of the major debates in international law is the question of when exactly an international treaty

supersedes national (or state) law.

Since the underlying purpose of the WHO’s pandemic treaty is to provide a mechanism to bypass

populist resistance to the WHO’s abhorrent edicts, the treaty is attempting to supersede local law,

and to do so in secret so local legislators don’t realize what has been agreed to until the treaty’s

“emergency” pandemic provisions kick in. For example, to quote an international lawyer and a

former WHO physician scientist:

“A rational examination of the texts in question shows that:

1. The documents propose a transfer of decision-making power to the WHO regarding

basic aspects of societal function, which countries undertake to enact.

2. The WHO DG (Director General) will have sole authority to decide when and where they

are applied [remember that they apply to both ‘pandemics’ and ‘other health hazards’].

3. The proposals are intended to be binding under international law.”

These powers include controlling where people can travel, forcing them to quarantine,

implementing contact tracing, mandating treatment or vaccination and prohibiting competing

treatments.

Furthermore, many of the treaty’s provisions also violate existing laws (e.g., mass surveillance

which violates basic medical privacy protections, taking away intellectual property rights  from

members of signatory nations, and requiring nations to share potential pandemic pathogens with

other nations and the WHO).

Meryl Nass the WHO Treaty Wrecking Ball

Meryl Nass MD is a quiet and unassuming country doctor  who lives in an inconspicuous house in

rural Maine and loves to garden. That’s Htting since she has been a Herce thorn in the medical-

industrial complex’s side for decades (e.g., she was one of the leading activists who opposed the

military’s devastating anthrax vaccine).

During the COVID era, Meryl began treating many of her COVID patients with repurposed drug

protocols (e.g., hydroxychloroquine) and continued to do so even after her state moved to protect

business interests by cracking down on anyone using off-patent therapies to treat COVID-19. Meryl

spoke out both against this and later against the experimental vaccines.

The medical industry in turn decided they needed to make an example out of her, and chose to do

so by suspending her medical license. The charges and justiHcation for doing so were so ridiculous

that thirteen members of Maine’s legislature (shortly joined by nine more) formally protested the

medical board’s conduct. The license suspension ended up backHring because losing the ability to

practice medicine freed up a lot of Meryl’s time.

Door to Freedom

On June 2nd 2023,  while she was Hghting to protect her medical license, Meryl decided that she

needed to do something about the WHO’s pending power grab and started the WHO pushback

project, which she initially funded with $25,000 of her savings,  along with the money she has

received from Substack subscriptions.  Since that time, her hedgling nonproHt became known as

“Door to Freedom” and has gradually received more and more outside support.

Meryl, in turn has done dozens of podcasts and numerous grueling tours to address parliaments

around the world about the pandemic treaty (e.g., on a recent trip she briefed 5 different

parliaments ). These efforts have resulted in numerous countries' parliamentarians being

convinced their countries should resist the pandemic treaty and the amended International Health

Regulations.

In turn, many political parties are now vocally opposed to it (e.g., Germany, the Netherlands, the

Philippines and Estonia).  Furthermore, some countries are even beginning to pursue charges

against those who were complicit in the COVID-19 disaster (e.g., Italy investigated the former

health minister for homicide  because he covered up vaccine deaths, and Slovakia’s Prime Minister

is investigating the entire COVID response ).

Meryl has also spoken to our elected o^cials and at Congressional symposia such as the one

hosted by Senator Ron Johnson,  while Door to Freedom has provided legal support  to elected

o^cials who wish to use their position to oppose the pandemic treaty. These are monumental

political shifts and it is unbelievable this organization was able to pull this off in a matter of

months.

What You Can Do to Help

There are three major things each of you can do to help stop this abomination in its tracks. First

and foremost, we need to spread awareness about this issue so that it doesn’t stay hidden in the

shadows. Discuss it whenever you can with those close to you and share articles about it within

your network. Very few people would support the pandemic treaty if they actually understood what

was in it, so let them know!

Second, Senator Ron Johnson's bill S444 and Rep. Tom Tiffany's bill HR1425 would require that the

Senate review the WHO treaties and would prevent their ratiHcation unless 2/3 of the Senate

approved.

Because 49 Republican Senators are already cosponsors, the treaties are almost guaranteed to be

stopped by the Senate if we can pass these bills. There are many elected o^cials who are willing to

listen to public complaints about the WHO. It is critical to contact your elected representatives to

make them aware of what is happening.

Most recently, those senators sent a formal letter to Joe Biden stipulating he must withdraw from

the treaty or send it to the senate for ratiHcation (where it cannot be passed).

States are rejecting the WHO as well because the US Constitution reserves healthcare as a state

authority. At least one house has passed a bill rejecting the WHO's jurisdiction in Oklahoma,

Tennessee, and Louisiana. Ask your state legislators, attorney general or governor to reject the

WHO's authority in your state as well. Like our senators, they need your voice and support.

Third, please consider supporting their work either by directly donating to Door to Freedom like I

have or by supporting Meryl’s Substack. They are operating on a shoestring budget but nonetheless

getting a lot done (something you rarely see in the nonproHt world).

Time is of the essence. The amended International Health Regulations and pandemic treaty will be

voted on  at the World Health Assembly in May 2024.  Because of this, we have about one month

left to hit the critical mass to stop this (and have that vote fail).

We are at a moment in history where we could easily go down two different paths with profound

implications for generations to come — our society may end up becoming enslaved to the

pandemic-industrial complex, but we also have a once in a lifetime opportunity to break up a

predatory industry which has victimized generations of human beings around the world in its

relentless pursuit of power and proHt.

It’s the grassroots efforts of activists like Meryl Nass alongside independent outlets like this one

that light a spark that makes it possible to transform the world. Let’s all do what we can to raise our

voices and Hght for health freedoms.

Author’s note: This is an abridged article. For those of you who want additional information, links, and

a more detailed analysis please view the full article here.

A Note From Dr. Mercola About the Author

A Midwestern Doctor (AMD) is a board-certiHed physician in the Midwest and a longtime reader of

Mercola.com. I appreciate his exceptional insight on a wide range of topics and I'm grateful to

share them. I also respect his desire to remain anonymous as he is still on the front lines treating

patients. To Hnd more of AMD's work, be sure to check out The Forgotten Side of Medicine on

Substack.
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How We Can Stop the WHO's HorriPc Pandemic Treaty
Analysis by A Midwestern Doctor

“Preventing” pandemics is one of the most lucrative areas in medicine. Sadly, this money has incentivized “preventative” research which frequently

leads to disastrous leaks and suppresses effective solutions for the pandemics that emerge



COVID-19 was handled so egregiously that it woke much of the public up to this grift and the pandemic-industrial complex is now facing an

existential threat to its business model



To address this “threat” the WHO (World Health Organization) has covertly created a treaty behind the scenes which usurps national sovereignty and

gives international health agencies terrifying control during “health emergencies”



A grassroots activist movement advocating for health freedoms has accomplished something remarkable in their Hght to derail the WHO treaty and

they need your help
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Due to her actions in defense of health, freedom and the right to decide, the actions and publications of Meryl Nass, MD, establish the

human and scientiHc quality of said doctor. childrenshealthdefense.org/.../meryl-nass-md  .----- The WHO constitutes a great threat to the

US and the entire world. The governance of the WHO constitutes unprecedented fascism. The personal well-being and freedoms

represented by a WHO that will be able to translate its new unchecked and unaccountable authority into the opportunity to dictate the

personal health care of Americans and all of humanity demands immediate action by Congress .

The WHO wants member states to sign new agreements that would give the organization broad authority to set global pandemic policy

without a consensus or clear criteria on what distinguishes pandemics from epidemics or endemic diseases. The WHO is ushering in an

unprecedented global takeover of public health under the guise of “pandemic preparedness.” The Biden administration supports and is

expected to commit the United States to both WHO proposals, but opposition is growing at the state level.

WHO member states will meet from May 27 to June 1 at the World Health Assembly in Geneva, Switzerland, to grant the WHO sweeping

new pandemic powers. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR CITIZENS OF THE WORLD? Join us for a virtual Roundtable discussion with

renowned experts to discuss the WHO's attempt to seize health freedom from us and what we can do about it. In the link:

childrenshealthdefense.org/who-virtual-roundtable  (01/05/2024).—

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-power-pandemic-policy-a..  (04/11/2024).---
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A senior public health o^cial broke ranks with her colleagues at the World Health Organization (WHO). Dr. Hanna Nohynek

admitted in a Finnish court that the WHO knew that COVID-19 vaccines were ineffective back in the summer of 2021.

slaynews.com/news/top-who-o^cial-testiHes-covid-passports-scam-push..  (12/04/2024).--- Two states have passed laws (and

two states have bills pending) aimed at preventing the World Health Organization (WHO) from overriding states' authority on public

health policy issues. Utah and Florida have passed laws and Louisiana and Oklahoma have legislation that will go into effect soon

pending Hnal votes. Several other states are considering similar bills.

.childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/states-oppose-who-pandemic-treaty/  (04/29/2024).— As reported in the report: 'HIGH

STAKES FOR OUR COUNTRY': 49 SENATORS CALL ON BIDEN TO REJECT WHO AGREEMENTS

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/senators-reject-who-pandemic-treat..  (05/03/2024).-- IN JAPAN, TENS OF THOUSANDS

PROTEST WHO’S SUPRANATIONAL GRAB OVER GLOBAL HEALTH’.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/japan-protest-who-supranational-gr..  (04/16/2024).-- In response to widespread public

outcry, the WHO substantially revised its proposed amendments to the International Health Regulations (IHR), rolling back the

tyranny a bit. twitter.com/.../1782352331863941537  (04/22/2024).---
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One would expect the many European Countries who are following the Brexit example, their Farm Communities pushing back

against dictates that for the most part just increase the very negative things the Globalist Powers that Be claim they are trying to

'cure." For those following the Amish Amos Miller case. What has been happening in Oregon, Maine with farming, gardening where

the smaller operations, the individual operations are being attacked for the negatives produced by the Big Farm Ag. If you think

those cases are extreme, they would amount to a pimple on an elephant's backside compared to what this WHO/WEF/UN treaty

would be putting in place.

If you thought the whole C-19 Planned Panic was off the charts, if the WHO treaty passes it will most likely seem like days spent in

Disneyland in comparison. Legacy Media doesn't even have a chorus of crickets exposing this Globalist attempt of Monopoly

Governance Takeover, they are standing behind a Wall of Silence. Thank the Creator for Dr. Nass, the CHD, RFKJR, Doc, & those

who are putting in place a shot at stopping all this.

For those revealing so much of what this all can mean not just in our day to day lives, but how or if we get to live at all. It does

seem to be that serious. If this goes through & is enforced, forget any independent source or means to address those who have too

much Inhuence & little to no accountability. Keep in mind We, the People are the folks who build, Hx things. We just have been

indoctrinated to wait for Boss Hog to give us hight orders for what will or won't be done.

When we realize our neighbors are not our enemy, Come Together we have the ability to build it Local. Food, Tools, Shelter, Lumber,

recycle useable materials, bridges, you name it. They Divide & Conquer. Stop accepting two choices suiting their whims, realize

there are more, better choices. We can Unite, Renew, Regenerate, Hnd ways to Heal & Not Steal. Let Globalist Steal from each other,

there is plenty to pilfer there.
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Just, the comparative vision of your comment is very accurate. The truth is that from the detection, declaration and formalization

of a pandemic, to forcing each nation to take all the measures that the Geneva-based bureaucracy determines, including border

blockades, closure measures, isolation, treatment, vaccination and subsequent . Such a criterion virtually requires a parallel

system of power and espionage and a de-sovereignty of each of the countries. Not too different from what is now happening with

the climate warming treaty, which has not only forced ruinous and inhationary taxes on the world consumer, but now has, precisely

because of another stupid clause, the power to sanction those who do not comply.

adhere or do not comply with their mandates. The health treaty now being attempted is more direct and e^cient in its destructive

power. It is this or death, says the dialectic of the story. The Bill and Melinda (?) Gates Foundation- this company is a great

beneHciary of a widespread lockdown and a drastic change to the universal food system. It is clear that replacing the classical

food system with a factory system of synthetic proteins is the biggest business in history.

Also the greatest enslaver and impoverisher in history. To better understand the concatenation of situations, interests, business

and politics behind these concepts, it is enough to remember that the World Health Organization, directed by a person redeemed

and exonerated from real justice and popular justice, is Hnanced for the most part. by the government of Germany, followed

immediately by the Bill and Melinda Foundation. The pandemic and collective health treaty uses fear as a tool to justify

conHscation, issuance, tax increases, inhation and generalized misery.
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Pulmonologist, physician, epidemiologist and public health expert Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg spoke with Ivor Cummins about how the

World Health Organization (WHO) was created with the explicit purpose of governing the world's population. In both fake

pandemics, the WHO played a critical role in the global control structure that surrounded the two fears. Using the International

ClassiHcation of Diseases (ICD), the WHO deHnes what diseases are (and which diseases should be considered a threat to public

health) in order to develop prevention and preparedness measures regarding an outbreak or pandemic. The WHO also deHnes

which health conditions should be designated as a health emergency using what is called the Public Health Emergency of

International Concern (PHEIC) mechanism.

"For example, the WHO deHnes the means to detect diseases through the use of prescribed PCR tests," explains The Expos about

how the WHO does its job. The WHO "attacks everything that makes life worth living"

expose-news.com/2024/01/11/who-was-devised-to-control-and-rule-over-th..  (2024).--

www.brighteon.com/4d48dab8-db07-4918-bcd5-80b32f4340f6  .--- https://youtu.be/jhUsu7UH29w  .---

thepostmillennial.com/must-watch-who-head-tedros-declares-war-on-meat-..  .---
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Gui a large if not the biggest of Lifes challenges when We, the People remember, reclaim our ability to address situations,

problems on the ground, in place, in time our history whether put in books or not shows we are capable of taking care of them

while they are small. Taken care of as they occur keep them from becoming to big to handle or letting multiple small problems

from becoming massive. Unmanageable. Top heavy forced on down has an impulse of One Size Will Fit All Whether They Like It or

Not. Of course, when a tsunami hits, or massive earthquake, starvation droughts or rains occur will call for a concerted larger

social reboot, or renewal. It is too bad Boss Hog wants it all.
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Actions are not enough, she needs money. We should all contribute what we can. God bless
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Hi veraromo, talking about money a clarifying read HOW THE WHO WAS CAPTURED PRIVATE CAPITAL WIELDS FAR TOO MUCH

INFLUENCE “WHO priorities have evolved accordingly, moving away from community-focused care toward a more top-down,

commodity-based approach,” writes David Bell, a public health physician and former WHO policy staff member. epidemics. "This

inevitably follows the interests and self-interest of these funders." Instead of the preventive and “holistic” approach to health

initially advocated by the WHO, which viewed health as the result of a wide range of economic, social and political factors, a new

paradigm has gradually emerged: a commercialized approach.

of health, unique. -focused on high-tech, largely vaccine-based solutions, with a particular interest in genetically modiHed

biotechnologies, an emerging industry potentially worth billions of dollars. Bill Gates played a crucial role in this change. In 2011,

Gates spoke at the WHO and stated: “The 193 member states must] make vaccines a central element of their health systems.” The

following year, the World Health Assembly adopted a “Global Vaccine Plan” co-authored by the Gates Foundation, and more than

half of the WHO's total budget now goes to vaccines. His obsession with vaccines should not surprise us.

The Gates Foundation is strongly connected to the pharmaceutical industry and, since its creation, has owned stakes in several

pharmaceutical companies. The foundation's website even candidly states its mission to pursue “mutually beneHcial

opportunities” with vaccine manufacturers. This is the essence of what has been called philanthrocapitalism: “a capitalist,

market-based, for-proHt approach to solving the world's biggest and most pressing problems.” This type of corporate-driven

approach exempliHes the conhicts of interest inherent in the WHO's dependence on unaccountable private donors such as the

Gates Foundation.
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A prominent human rights activist in India, Vandana Shiva, said: “Gates has hijacked the WHO and transformed it into an

instrument of personal power that he wields for the cynical purpose of increasing pharmaceutical proHts. “He has single-handedly

destroyed the global public health infrastructure.” All of this points to a colossal failure on the part of the WHO. On the one hand, it

highlights the risks inherent in a top-down, highly centralized and bureaucratized approach to public health, the opposite of the

democratic, community-based, bottom-up approach initially advocated by the WHO. private.

unherd.com/.../how-the-who-was-captured  (2023) hedleyrees.substack.com/p/how-gates-and-the-who-captured-regulatory?ut..

 (2024).--
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Well there are many millions injured now who will never take another vaccine ever. I think it's mentioned in this well-made lovely

Irish piece on lockdown, that enforcement simply created outlaws. rumble.com/v4t5s6t-once-upon-a-lockdown.html
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Yes Bee, lies have an expiration limit. There is a proverb that says: “He who tells a lie does not know what task he has undertaken,

because he will be forced to invent twenty more to maintain the certainty of this Hrst one.” COVID-19 is an opportunity to

strengthen dictatorships. Most governments around the world have taken action by locking down cities or the entire country, which

violates community rights, especially freedom of expression. A new study published in the International Journal of Environmental

Research and Public Health suggests that millions of people would still be alive if it weren't for government Covid-19 lockdowns.

Twenty times more people died rather than lived due to lockdowns, study reveals. Sedentary behavior, isolation, and delayed

medical treatments are among the many reasons lockdowns caused far more harm than good. The WHO's contradictions are

dramatic: In 2019, it warned against pandemic lockdowns and said they are "not recommended under any circumstances." “Social

distancing measures 'can be very disruptive' and should be carefully weighed;” “Contact tracing and quarantining of exposed

individuals is not recommended under any circumstances.”

.thenationalpulse.com/2022/08/16/study-Hnds-lockdowns-cost-20-x-lives-..  .----- More than 400 studies on the failure of

mandatory covid interventions Comparative research studies and high-quality pieces of evidence and reports deemed relevant to

this analysis.

We have known this for a long time, but governments have continued to redouble their efforts, causing misery for people with

ramiHcations that will likely take decades or longer. in repairing itself.”

www.theepochtimes.com/more-than-400-studies-on-the-failure-of-compulso..

 2F4RMSGd8AHppFhF2cx%2FvDWmU%2BhblnO%2BO4KjvZe2Qy5iZ711Q6aweZr
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WHO violates its own requirements with IHR amendments It turns out that before Member States like the United States can even

consider any proposed amendments to the IHR, their text must be submitted at least four months before the World Health

Assembly (WHO) at which they will be considered. This reportedly never happened. "Article 55 of the IHR requires that the text of

any amendment to the IHR be communicated to Member States at least four months before the World Health Assembly at which

they will be considered," the letter explains.

"As the WHO has not yet provided the Hnal text of the amendment to member states, we suggest that the amendments to the IHR

may not be considered at next month's World Health Assembly." Beyond this, the amendments to the IHR as they currently exist are

important and, Republican senators warn, “would substantially increase the WHO's health emergency powers and constitute

intolerable infringements on US sovereignty.” sovereigntycoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/WHO-letter-to-Bide..  (2024)
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Fake meat is also a global strategy of the WHO led by Bill Ges, it is a promising industry for wealthy bigwigs like Bill Gates and Sir

Richard Branson, who can become even more obscenely rich than they already are thanks to lucrative investments. . But it's a

nightmare for human health, since no one knows what lab-grown meat actually does to the body. The inputs used to make

cell-cultured "meat," which can hardly be called meat, are so unknown in terms of their effects on the human body that it really is a

crime against humanity for the stuff to be gradually making its way into the food supply.

food. USDA APPROVES PLANT GROWN MEAT PROTEIN Plant-based alternatives to meat continue to rise in popularity among a

large number of big brands, environmental activist groups and consumers alike. But a portion of the population — along with

health advocacy groups, law Hrms and government representatives — have been raising concerns about the true environmental,

dietary and ethical impacts of these 'fake' foods. Among the informed and outspoken is the watchdog organization OrganicEye and

its executive director Mark Kastel, who is the guest on today's 'Defender In-Depth' episode.

Catch the details on CHD.TV! live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/usda-app..  (08/05/2024 ).-- While

according to a new report, US sales of plant-based alternatives to real foods have declined in 2023. The nonproHt Good Food

Institute (GFI) highlighted this Hnding in its 2023 State of the Industry Report.

thepostmillennial.com/plant-based-meat-sales-down-in-us-as-customers-d..  (02/05/2024).--
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Over the last four calamitous years, as world leaders sought to restrict, threaten and undermine the rights of citizens, there was,

and still is, a war against the values and principles that protect human rights and human dignity. During the most challenging

phases of this war, Ursula von der Leyen chaired the European Commission, one of the three branches of the European Union (EU).

According to her own confessions, she privately conspired with PHzer's CEO, Albert Bourla, to obtain 11 contracts, 4.6 billion in

vaccines, while she transferred 71 billion euros of public money to big pharmaceutical companies. In 2020, Ursula told the New

York Times that she was texting PHzer CEO Albert Bourla to secure 1.9 billion doses of its COVID-19 vaccine for the EU population,

which is only 448 million.

These contracts with PHzer defrauded the public, leading to policies that suspended civil liberties while coercively deceiving and

harming people amid the implementation of a global vaccine agenda and a biosecurity police state. This war used some of the

darkest forms of bioterrorist propaganda and unleashed massive medical fraud to experiment on populations with biological

weapons disguised as “vaccines.” www.rt.com/.../596821-eu-pHzer-vaccines-leyen  (04/30/2024)
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Worse still is that there never was a Covid-19, and this lie will continue to be the basis for more lies until we say no, no, no, enough is

enough.
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You are so right! We've now, over the last four years received enough information to be able to say, 'enough is enough!!!' and to say

NO! to as many of the stupidities and evils we see.
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Sars-CoV19 is a man-made, Bioweapon of mass destruction. Plain and simple, no if, ands or buts. Patents exist from twenty years

ago and beyond. Gain of function (Gof) research done as far back as the 1980’s by DOD. Ah, it’s “defense”? Hmm. Then it becomes

very proHtable with excuse to be “offensive” usage. The problem is that humanity has been hoodwinked— the media— bought, sold,

and paid for to “inject” falsehoods resulting in mass formation psychosis—as Dr. Mattias Desmet so expertly states resulting in

fear and stress.

End result = the masses will do anything to stay healthy — so they think/perceive — thus, line up for the shot. Furthermore, “buyer’s

remorse” exists, and even though many are “waking up” — many others are still entrenched in their perverted thinking. The CDC,

the WHO, the WEF, and others are completely and totally “infectors” of dis-ease for all of humanity’s future. Thank you Dr. Mercola,

Dr. Nass, and your supporters and readers who are well informed and spreading truth.
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If only we could have a Trump and RFK partnership and they respected each other's seperate incredible personal strengths. If only !!
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If only we could have a Trump and RFK partnership and they respected each other's seperate incredible personal strengths. If only !!
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Sounds good to me. It would really make history in a good way. I'd vote for it. We need Trump back so desperately now that Biden

has all but destroyed our country. carol
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Have you thoroughly checked out Trumps track record while POTUS??  I would strongly suggest you do so!!! There are other people

of integrity and qualiHcations who could partner with RFK Jnr.
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This news about Donald Trump will not be televised. secularheretic.substack.com/p/donald-j-trump-the-story-no-one-wants
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THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN STUMBLES AGAIN Hiring Charlie Spies at the RNC tells you: Trump's advisors are still terrible You might

have heard the news: Republican National Committee chief counsel Charlie Spies just got removed from his o^ce — even though

he had just arrived in March. Here’s the segment from my TV show “The Absolute Truth” that helped to seal Charlie’s fate at the

RNC www.emerald.tv/p/the-trump-campaign-stumbles-again?utm_source=post-ema..  (05/08/2024) .
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I'd go for DeSantis - Rfk, recalling how DeSantis protected his people from vaccine mandates, but as a brit I don't know the guy

well.
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No individual that has functioning and Hring neurons will ever accept this ! I for one would never bow to the WHO's manipulations. This is

criminal and every individual involved in this should be jailed for acts of violence against humanity via the Nuremberg treaty. These WHO

people are certiHably sick and demented
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Gumnut123
Joined On 4/26/2022 3:17:13 AM
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slaynews.com/news/top-who-o^cial-testiHes-covid-passports-scam-push..
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m231231
Joined On 12/18/2015 3:17:26 PM
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These pandemics will be arriving around this time, 6 months before elections, til kingdom comes. No matter, this lost state named

Minnesota, will rush to be Hrst in line for the elites to save us. Why are we hated so?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Posts on X: this brief report from Josh at Crossroads (Epoch Times) stands out: - - x.com/.../1787462140837724557  - - this second one

posted on May 6 has a lot of links to the Global Health Initiative that may have started in 2022, its a jaw drop of recent US structures,

laws, bans etc.: x.com/.../1787447366116687984  - - take a look, many Hnance agenda items pushing for Net Zero in 2050 (a scam) and

current bills in Congress seem to have originated from this Global Health planning, like the proposed ban of TicTok. its fairly

comprehensive set of links showing funding changes structured to allow spending for Net Zero agenda to happen. (Not for the faint of

heart). Once you see this, its di^cult not to see it! Add'l note: this comprehensive view came from a retired military person.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks Rose, I'll add this piece: 2018 research published in the journal PLoS One reveals something important and previously

unknown about Google's involvement in creating the COVID-19 coronavirus. Researchers from Yale University, Metabiota Inc.,

EcoHealth Alliance, the Guangdong Provincial Center for Disease Control and Prevention, and the Center for One Health Research

at the University of Washington (one of them being none other than themselves Peter Daszak) wrote about another study

conducted in China. which involves what looks like gain-of-function research.

They explain how they observed the transmission of pathogens "with pandemic potential in highly exposed human populations at

the animal-human interface." They also conducted a survey of exposure and risk factors along with serological monitoring of the

1,312 individuals who took part in the study. The tweet below from Natalie Winters. She shows that Metabiota Inc. received

funding from Google, one of the most powerful and corrupt corporate entities in the world. Keep in mind that Google, as Winters

also points out, heavily censored the COVID "lab leak" theory when it Hrst began circulating.

Perhaps Google was trying to protect itself from being implicated in the development of the bioweapon? It turns out that Google

has been a silent partner of Daszak and EcoHealth for the better part of at least 14 years. A 2010 study on bat haviviruses lists

Daszak and EcoHealth Vice President Jonathan Epstein as authors, and like the 2018 study mentioned above, this 2010 study

thanks Google for funding it. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29614074  .--- twitter.com/.../1786378468214571341
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BrownKat
Joined On 1/21/2022 4:45:14 PM
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The second link doesn't work, must have hit a nerve. Do you know if available elsewhere?
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jst5464
Joined On 5/17/2016 11:43:18 AM
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What can we do in Canada? Our PM would gladly be on board with this.
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Peri1224
Joined On 3/29/2020 1:47:54 AM
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Could you please specify with what your PM would gladly be on board with?
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RonaldHL
Joined On 5/3/2024 9:40:37 PM
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Give power to unelected, "authorities" and their unknown masters -- What could go wrong! (What Luciferian communists think or would

have us believe or want with the cultivated fear)Same pattern exists under every guise be it saving the planet regarding population,

pollution, energy, long list of "sustainable development" and anything that can serve them well to destroy families, cultures, industries,

agriculture, economies, populations and nations. Build back better! Right?
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Gumnut123
Joined On 4/26/2022 3:17:13 AM
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After massive protests last week,  JAPAN decided  TO EXIT The WHO. australiaexitsthewho.com     is a 1200++ group of professionals,

business owners, etc., and members of The Public devoted to completely exiting The WHO.
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Dar6416
Joined On 11/28/2016 11:17:22 AM
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola. You have enlightened me in so many ways. Thanks be to God and your video on nebulizing, I survived Covid19. It

was the worst 3 weeks of my life but I don’t have to worry about the consequences of the vaccine because I refused to take it or any

vaccines for that matter. I am politically involved and have one of the Hnest senators you could ever ask for. I will indeed ask my senator,

Dr. Rand Paul, to oppose this evil and deceitful bill! God bless you for giving us the truth! The truth will make us free!
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM
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When the companies he controls are counted, Bill Gates is the largest contributor of the WHO, and WHO follows his orders. The treaty is

an attempt to have the world make him richer.
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kur1567
Joined On 9/26/2023 8:58:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And Gates stated about how much more money he made on vax's then Micro Soft; WE must Hnd 'who' got him into it He added

that'll also reduce world population by 15% = 1.2billion dead They fell short this time around...!!!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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He owns more farmland than anyone. He loves proHt and wants more from his investments in pharma, fake meats, genetically

modiHed plants, and whatever else can be modiHed. Absolutely nothing is good enough as nature designed it, not us, not animals,

not plants. He also invests in monsanto/bayer, petroleum and many other proHtable avenues. His foundation has paid millions to

the likes of the BBC, The Guardian Newspaper, various faculties at Oxford University and that is to name but three of the recipients

of his millions given away to keep people, organisations and companies on his side, because very few bite the hand that feeds. He

even managed, so I heard, to get hold of India's heritage seed bank??? He wants to 'Dim the sun'... and he probably thinks he's

sane!!! The man needs help, he's never going to be satisHed, driven as he appears to be, by needs that never seem to end; probably

stemming from childhood trauma.
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sdk7577
Joined On 12/9/2021 8:14:16 AM
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As much as i enjoy and many times agree with interviews and publications presented by EPOCH TIMES I am constantly reminded that

they are a publication owned and operated and controlled by China .....SO maybe information should be considered with a big grain of

salt.
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kur1567
Joined On 9/26/2023 8:58:31 PM
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The CCP would like to destroy the EPOCH TIMES...!
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Joyannette
Joined On 3/9/2010 7:23:49 AM
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It looks like One Health has reached the UK Parliament: researchbrieHngs.Hles.parliament.uk/documents/POST-PN-0701/POST-PN-0..

 We have a private healthcare organisation called OneHealth which was formed in 2004 and which has nothing to do with the globalist

agenda.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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If there is a climate crisis, WHY are they spraying stuff up in the skies, day in and day out, very, very obviously these days? How stupid is it

to mess with the weather, to try to make rain fall where you want it to, using who knows what chemicals, metals dust or what else?

Wouldn't that simply exacerbate the problem????? OR does the problem of climate change exist BECAUSE the idiots have been spraying

stuff up there since WW2 if not earlier??? Why is everyone so silent about this topic, which affects every lifeform on the entire planet???

Which may well be even worse than war, because it isn't localised.

As far as Pharma is concerned, they ARE a danger to those ignorant of the ingredients of any so called medicine, but ignorance can easily

be rectiHed, then all one needs to do is stick to ones principles and say a resounding NO! if one so desires. Whereas with these

chemicals, metal dusts and who knows what else being sprayed into our skies, we will have to live, for how long, with the consequences,

as will those who do not say NO! to stupidity or evil. Then there are those directed energy weapons the m.o.d. love and also the constant

creeping up on us of more and more 5&6G antennas...

Though they may prove to be a taxpayers added debt nightmare, not because of wi-H and micro waves, but because they use so much

energy, it's been said, but I don't know how true this is, that each antenna needs as much electricity as an entire large town and it may not

be possible to put them to use??? What a waste of taxpayers hard earned cash! To which I say all well and good, a lesson that needs to be

heeded, but we need to put a stop to all these vested interest stupidities, before it's too late to mend the damage being done.
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gardengirl1.
Joined On 1/2/2022 1:05:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent information. I heard a tiny bit about this, but you never hear any of this on any of the new stations. I think the average American

and average people all over the world have no clue about what’s going to happen if this gets voted in in May. All our healthcare rights will

be taken away. And there’s probably not a darn thing we can do about it. Because it’s not like we get to vote on any of these decisions that

will affect our lives and our children and grandchildren’s lives. A handful of people get to make life decisions for the whole world. This is

so wrong. Good for Japan for opting out of the WHO. I wish the rest of the world would wake up.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM
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Science and thought should be like justice a blind folded lady but today the subjectivity of panels and courts the lady has one eye

uncovered.
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kur1567
Joined On 9/26/2023 8:58:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These "people" are of course Luciferian monstrous Ghouls...!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 8:41:00 PM
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wicksworks
Joined On 9/8/2010 10:48:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those of you who have called your congressperson's o^ce to register your opinion, who do you ask for and what, in general, do you

say?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 8:12:12 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

pillroller
Joined On 1/6/2011 6:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EPOCH TIMES, nuff said.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 12:22:45 PM
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Trish Foley
Joined On 6/7/2013 7:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why does America keep funding this nonsense while countries like Russia and China put their money into their militaries.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 9:27:35 AM
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Kneecaps
Joined On 3/27/2024 1:59:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simple, Americans do NOT comply with WHO but our own Constitution. This to me is not a worry. I will NEVER comply to any directive put

out by WHO.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 9:23:11 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Here's a link with simple graphics showing the UN's plan for this consolidated One Health effort: x.com/.../1785990295043052006  - -

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 9:15:00 AM
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travelerrn
Joined On 7/6/2021 8:23:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The WHO, CDC and other health related acronyms are of the devil. Intent on killing off the population and only the leftist elite and those

that obey them left

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2024 7:55:55 AM
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shithead1 has deleted the comment.

 

Antisandman
Joined On 2/11/2024 9:35:59 AM
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Nature has a plan. The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere reaches a limit and then it snows or rains.
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JLeaZee
Joined On 12/21/2023 5:46:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Time is of the essence. The amended International Health Regulations and pandemic treaty will be voted on at the World Health

Assembly in May 2024. Because of this, we have about one month left to hit the critical mass to stop this (and have that vote fail)."

 ------------- So, how much time is there to respond to this since it seems as if this article had been written prior to May?
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Uncle.Fester
Joined On 11/3/2020 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear not, a trend has begun that will stop these butchers. I expect many more States to adopt this “o^cial” realization of the truth.

We are working hard in Arizona to wake the masses and now Florida is doing the same...

thepeoplesvoice.tv/arizona-becomes-Hrst-u-s-state-to-declare-mrna-vac..

 countylocalnews.com/2024/04/10/horida-declares-mrna-covid-shots-illeg..
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marmcgov
Joined On 2/1/2010 6:05:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for republishing this article. Please, please follow the suggestions listed to make your voices heard. If the WHO manages this

monumental scam we are all doomed.
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pamanddave
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:48 AM
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NZ sent you 'Saint Jacinda Ardern' and God help you, you actually embraced her and her ideas. She ruined NZ and got us billions in debt

which the National Govt are now trying to sort out. Its an absolute mess. We know she has bought land over here BUT PLEASE don't send

her back. Family is all that matters, a country with strong families is invincible. She did her best to destroy that as well.
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Thank you for this article Dr. Mercola. Meryl Nass is a hero. The WHO is just another globalist organisation to ruin countries

economies and the health of their subjects.They are destroying the world with their greed. Our UK Parliments are worse than

hopeless, as the leaders are following what Davos - the WEF and our Green King pushing these ridiculous agendas, to the

detrement of their people. Britain is broken and it doesn't matter who you vote for as they are the same side of the coin. Our

politicians are destroying it all and the only one lone voice is Andrew Bridgen who tries to get debates but to no avail, none are

brave enough to join him in the Hght for justice.
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One other MP (Sir Christopher Chope) at least has spoken out within the last few days, Momac, in support of an inquiry into

vaccine-related excess deaths - speaking of course to an almost empty chamber. Mainstream media carried a report about the

increase in damages claims after the “pandemic”: www.youtube.com/watch

 www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13385625/Review-planned-vaccine-payou..
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